HOW TO FIND US IN : LEWES The Star Gallery Castle Ditch Lane
Lewes BN7 1YJ
Our Lewes practice is in the Star Gallery, a 14th century building which is
now a beautiful art gallery and craft centre which you can enjoy on your
visit.
Walking : The Star Gallery is just a few minutes walk from Lewes High St
and 5 minutes walk from Lewes Station. Turn left from the High St, just
after the Law Courts into Fisher St. The Star Gallery is 100 meters along
Fisher St on the left and exactly opposite a pub called The Lamb. Walk past
the
Star Gallery and turn left before the chip shop. Enter the Star Gallery
through the double doors on the left. You will see a sign directing you to
our studio up the stairs . We are the 3rd studio on the left at the top of the
stairs. There are three entrances to the Star Gallery so if you come into the
building from a different entrance just follow the signs to our studio which
are displayed throughout the building. Spend some time in the gallery that
is free and has exhibitions from the best in the art world.
By Car : From Brighton head for Lewes High St. turn left at traffic lights
after the Law Courts into Fisher St.
Parking : Go to the end of Fisher St where the police station will be in front
of you, turn right here about 200 meters along this road you will find The
Needlemakers car park on the right, it usually has plenty of spaces. This
car park is on a slope - exit the car-park by walking up the slope and turn
right into a lane ,walk to the end of the lane about 200 meters and you will
come out opposite The Star Gallery which is to the left of the chip shop.
By Train : Lewes station is well served with 3 trains an hour from
Brighton, there are regular trains to London. Walking from the station will
take you 5 minutes. Turn right out of the station and walk up to the traffic
lights.
Go straight across the crossroads into Fisher St. The Star Gallery is 100
meters along Fisher St on the left and exactly opposite a pub called The
Lamb turn left before the chip shop. Come in through the double doors on
the left.
You will see a sign directing you to our studio which is upstairs. We are
the 3rd studio on the left at the top of the stairs. There are three entrances to
the Star Gallery so if you come into the building from a different entrance
just follow the signs to our studio which are displayed throughout the
building. Spend some time in the gallery that is free and has exhibitions
from the best in the art world.

